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On March 31, 1985, at the
STTI/SPACE Show in Las Vegas,
Uniden'will unveil the most
advanced, most complete line of
receivers in the historv of the
industry And thar's farTrom all.

Ve'll also be introducing a
new line of antenna positioners
and state-of-the-art antennas.

From every perspective.

Features. Design. And value.
Uniden" has a svstem to fit the
needs of everv customer. AII with
the service and reliabiliw of
Uniden'behind them.

So trv and hold vour breatl-r
until vou get to Las Vegas. Ther-r
stop bv booths 715 and 814, and
see the 1985 Uniden' line for
vourself

It will take vour breath av''ar:
For nrrlre inf,rlrnretit ln olt

Urriden' Satell i te Television orod-
ucts call l-u00-+2tl-53+0 or in
Carrada 1 8OO -663 -029 6.

uniden'
Satel l i te Televisiorr Systents
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EDUCATING The Consumer?
The SPACE Board of Directorswillsoon be meet-

ing in Las Vegas and they will consider a hard-dollar
proposalto spend perhaps as much as $500,000 in
the next 12 months to 'educate' and 'tantalize' Joe
Consumer with the 'word' about TVRO.

Creating an aggressive advertising or consumer
awareness campaign is both expensive and danger-
ous. First there is the selection process; somebody
has to be'elected'from within SPACE to head up the
effort. Janeil's Bob Dushane seems to have that
spot by default at the present time. Few would deny
that Dushane knows'something' about advertising
and promotion. Many would question whether his
work, judged not by hls advertising but rather by
his products, warrants our allowing him to spear-
head a sizeable expenditure such as this.

Then there is the REAL selection process; decid-
ing which single man or company, from the advertis-
ing world, should be entrusted with our industry
budget. Advertising, promotion, is nothing but'ideas.'
It is ink on paper, electrons on magnetic tape and lots
of 'hot air.' Some of it works very well ("Where's The
Beet???"1but most of it works very poorly if at all.
We can't afford a campaign that works poorly if at all.

Any advertising professional can put on a real'show'for us when he is trying to convince us that he
should be entrusted with our budget to spend. And
most of us would be dazzled and razzled by such a
show. But is a good show what we are after?
Wouldn't we be better off with an advertising and
promotion firm with a good'show record';the proven
ability to take on a complex advertising campaign
such as this and produce results for the clients?

Shouldn't we be asking "Don't tell us what you will
do for us; tell us what you have done for others"?
The 'first pitch' we get as a Board of Directors at
SPACE should not be a 'show' trotting out all of the
good ideas the advertising firms have dreamt up;
those ideas, in advance of their REALLY studying
and understanding our industry are virtually worth-
less. Rather, they should be showing us how they
have taken similar, complex problems of reaching
and persuading the public and done something with
that problem. Track record, in advertising, means
everything. Great ideas are a dime a dozen and
usually won't stand the test of time.

To date we've heard plans to spend upwards of
$500,000 just to create some TV commercials and
print-media layouts. This is a bunch of money to hand
to somebody who will use our money to sit and think
up clever slogans or interesting 'videos.'

The first step in this program should be approv-
ing a budget. Then we should be going out for as
many 'proposals' as possible from track-recoro-
proven agencies and promoters who want us to
spend that money with or through them. Trying to find
an agency, first, before the budget is established, is
getting the cart in front of the horse.

lf we can't settle on a budget, and we can't setile
on how we will fund that budget, any time spent
listening to'creative proposals' is a totalwaste of our
time, and the creator's time. First things first, please,
Mr. Dushane. This project is far too important to
create the ads and then decide 'how we build the
product.'That may have worked in the past; it should
not be allowed to happen here.
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CSD12 -  Coop 's  Sate l l i te  O iges t  i s  pub l i shed tw ice  per  mon lh  by  West  Ind ies
Video, Ltd., a Turks and Caicos Corporation with corporate off ices at WIV-TV. Grace
Bay,  Prov idenc ia les ,  Turks  & Ca icos  ls lands ,  BWl .  Sa les ,  ed i to r ia t  and subscr ip t ion
liason offices located at Fort Lauderdale, Ft. (P.O. Box 100858, Ft. Laudardate, Ft.
33310; 305/771.0505 between 9 AM and 4 PM east6m, waskdays). CSD/2 js issued
on the  1s lh  o f  each month  as  the  mid-month  compan ion  to  CSD wh ich  has  been
issued on  the  ls l  o f  each month  s ince  Octobe |1979;  the 'b i r th 'o f  home TVBO.
CSD/2 is combined with CSD, a total of 24 issues per y€ar, for all domestic (U.S.)
subscriptions and is also available optionally for CSD readers outside ol the USA.
Additionally, CSD/2 is provided lree-of.charge to all Dealer Members of SpACE, the
international trade associalion of TVRO, upon request lrom such dealer members.
CSDi 2 is also a part of the'TVRO Dealer Starier Kit '  provided free to aspiring TVRO
dealers who learn about TVRO from Coop's monthly column in Radio.Electronics
magaine. CSD subscription rates are S75 per year, 24 issues, for all US subscribers
or where US zip-codes apply; t85 per year (US funds) for Canada/Mexico; SlOO per
year  (US funds)  fo r  o thers .  A l l  cop ies  sent  v ia  l s fc lass  A lRmai t .  West  Ind ies  V ideo,
L td .  i s  a 'Dea ler -P ioneer 'c lass  member  o l  SPACE.  Copyr igh t fc , t9S5 by  Rober t  8 . ,
Susan T., Kevin P. and Tasha A. Coooer.

CSD/2 CALENDAR - Through April 15th
Mar 311

Mar 19-21 C-COR Cable television seminar, Chicago. Contact Deb Apr 1, 2
Cree, 8001233-2267.

Mar 26-28 Jerrold Technical Seminar, Calgary, Alberta; contact
Beth Schaefer, 21 51674-4800.

Mar26 Kaul-TronicsVideoNewsletter, l0PMeastern,F4,TR22. Aor 2
Mar 28 BORESIGHT TVRO Magazine, 9PM eastern, F4, TR20. Apr 4

Extensive oreview of what to exoect at Las Veoas

SPACE/STTI Show.
SPACE/STTI annual spring show, Las Vegas, Neva-
da. Now anticipating in excess of 625 booths, 12,000
registrants, 300 operational antennas. For information
contact STTI at 8001654-9276 or 405/396-2574 within
Oklahoma.
Kaul-Tronics Video Newsletter, 10PM eastern, F4,f R2Z.
BORESfGHT TVRO Magazine, 9PM eastern, F4,TRlO.
Rush coverage of Las Vegas STTI/SPACE show.
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WITH Distributors

Brooks Satel l i te, Inc. (Aberdeen, N.J.) has reached an agree-
ment with Panasonic under which the Jaoanese f i rm wil l  manufacture'private label '  TVRO receiver systems for the Brooks l ine of 'Satel l i te

Store'franchisees. The receiver plus actuator control ler packages by
Panasonic use the Panasonic block downconversion aooroach with
an lF of 950 to l450 MHz. Brooks also announces that Bruce M.
Jennings has been appointed to the posit ion of ' retai l  sales manager'
and he wil l  be responsible for sales training at the Brooks 'Satel l i te

University '  faci l i ty where new franchisees are trained in operating a
Brooks store.

Finger Lakes Communication Co. ( lnc.; 189 Clark Street, Au-
burn, N.Y. 13021:315t252-3151) has been appointed as a 'master

distributor' for Aulomation Techniques receivers. Houston Tracker
drives, Maxum receivers and the Newton line of TVRO test sets.
FLCC is also creating a national ' rep program'to expand the market-
ing thrust of i ts 4.8 foot Houssen dish 'Simply Satel l i te'  program.

Popkey Electronics (P.O. Box 1431, Green Bay, Wisconsin
54305:4141437-5445) has been appointed as a distributor for the
Panasonic line of C band TVRO products in North America. popkey
wil l  highl ight the Panasonic C-2000 home TVRO receiver system
which includes a detachable wireless remote control that also controls
the antenna actuator control system.

Microdish, lnc. (225 East Main Street, Logan, Ohio 43138; 800/
638-1864) reports that the f irm, establ ished in 1982, now employs 17
people at the headquarters office. Recently Microdish also opened
facilities in Bend, Oregon and will be opening a facility in North
Carol ina. Microdish handles products from Drake, Uniden, Houston
Tracker, Chaparral,  Video Link, Satel l i te Relav. U.P. Suoerior Dish.
Orbitron, Raydx and Southern Spun Aluminum. The hours are 8AM to
SPM six days per week.

Satel l i te Video Services, Inc. (RR #1, Box 85-S, Paul Saxe Rd.,
Catski l l ,  New York 12414i 518t678-9581) has completed an expan-
sion to their headquarters warehousing with a new 1 1,000 square foot
addit ion. The previous 10,000 square foot faci l i ty is being remodeled
for additional office space as well as new warehousing space.

WITH Receivers
Anderson Scientific, Inc. (2693 Commerce Road, Rapid City,

South Dakota 57702:6O5t341-3781) has a breakthrough in receiver
sensilivity according to firm founder Keith Anderson. The firm is now
routinely doing system tests using a two foot (24 inch diameter)
antenna for C band satel l i tes. The f irm has a new'ultra-low-threshold'
receiver which will be announced shortly, making possible the smaller
dish reception. Anderson cautions that even with the new receiver
design, 2 foot home systems are not yet a reality and points out that his
firm now routinely uses this smaller dish size for system development
and al ignment because the ' large' (!)  4, 5 and 6 foot antennas produce'too much signal '  for optimizing the new receivers.

AVCOM (500 Southlake Blvd., Richmond, Va. 23236; BO4t794-
2500) has introduced a newly designed international grade of TVRO
receiver, the COM-23T. This new unit features dual lF bandwidths (for
Intelsat hall transponder and domsat full transponder reception),'threshold peaking' controls for optimized ieception, improved oscilla-
tor stabi l i ty and ful ly tunable audio in a rack mounting package.

Another new product from AVCOM is their model SPM-3 stereo
processor unit. AVCOM describes the unit as 'economical, high per-
formance'decoding of matrix, discrete and monaural audio signals. A

pair of tunable audio demodulators tune al l  audio subcarrier frequen-
cies and there is selectable L+ R and L- R audio.

DX Communications (10 Skylane Drive, Hawthorne, New york
1O532:9141347-4040) has recently moved to a new 12,000 square
foot faci l i ty from Port Chester (NY). As a part of the expansion, DX now
ollers'24 hour in-and-out '  turn around on repairs for company prod-
ucts returned by distributors or dealers for service worx.

Electronic Rainbow, Inc. (6254 LaPas Trai l ,  Indianapolis. In.
46268:8OO1428-3500) may end up being one of the last US manufac-
turers of TVRO receivers left  in the business. Rainbow manuJactures
a'basic TVRO receiver'which they are proud to say is 'Al l  American'.
The f irm continues to olfer individual receiver modules (power supply,
video, 70 MHz lF, audio) as stocking replacement i tems to dealers and
their model ERI-7500 unit goes to dealers in 1-lots tor $399 and to
distributors in 25 lots tor $224.

LUXOR NORTH AMERICA CORP. (P.O. Box 32, Bel levue,
Washington 98009; 206/451-4414) has released detailed electrical
specifications for their Luxor Mark 2 and Skantic Mark One receivers.
Mark ll uses an lF lrequency of 950-1450 MHz with a recommended
input level of between - 75 and - 35 dBm. The lF bandwidth at the 3
dB point is 25 MHz and a Linkabit compatible output terminal is
provided. The FM threshold claimed is 8 dB or better, and the polariza-
tion control is Chapanal compatible. The LNB powering voltage is
+ 18 VDC and audio bandwidths provided are 380 kHz wide and 180
kHz narrow. RF output is on channel 3 or 4 at + 7 dBmV (75 ohms).

The Mark One has a70 MHz lF with recommended input level of
- 45 to - 5 dBm. The tuning system uses a digital voltage synthesiz-
er with a nonvolatile memory. The tuning voltage, canied on the RF
line, is between 1 and 30 VDC and the LNC powering is + 18 VDC.
The lF bandwidth is 25 MHz and the narrow and wide audio band-
widths are identical to the Mark Two.

SKANTIC has built-in stereo, at a budget price

Lowrance Electronics, Inc. (12000 E. Skel lv Drive. Tulsa. Ok.
74128: 8001331-4105) has found an enthusiastic.market tor their
model 70XB block downconversion receiver line in the SMATV and
cable TV areas. The product, original ly designed as a,high end' home
TVRO package, has recently been offered io the SMATV and CATV

i[$H, crs/-{ 
ou"oM S'�ereo

SERVICES/
EVENTS

-,,1t o*or*soN 2'?

COM-23T lnternational by AVCOM
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and the mesh attaches with something called Mesh-Lok'.' which
allows all 14 petals to be installed without clips, screws or rivets. The
antenna employs an all aluminum mount and they are powder coated
(black) and come with stainless sleel hardware. The firm says installa-
tion assembly time is less than one hour for the 10.5 loot surface. F/d
is 0.3 and the one-carton shipping weight is 170 pounds.

Continental Satellite Systems (15450 S.E. Formour Court,
Clackamas, Oregon 97015; 503/656-27741 has announced a 10.5
foot screen mesh anlenna created so that installing dealers can
complete assembly in under one hour's time. The new aitenna uses a'compact mount' fabricated around a heavy-gauge steel plate. The
mesh is secured !s!S a slide-in clipless system secured by a rigid
metal 'edgeguard'. The antenna hardware is all stainless and the
antenna is UPS shippable.

Danex Microwave, Inc. (275 Woodland Drive, Vancouver, BC
VsL 3S7, Canada; 6041251-2218) will use the Las Vegas show to
introduce a new product created for the urban dish market. City-
Dish 'r is available as either a six foot or seven foot antenna surface in
either solid or pertorated configurations. The antenna package has

trade and according to Lowrance's Mike Render the reaction has been
excellent. The packages available include the TOXB C band and the
70SB Ku band systems and the Ku band systems are being exported
into Europe for 'Music Box'channel reception at dance hal ls. oubs and
clubs.

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, INC. (STS/2310-12
Millpark Drive, Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043; 314/423-5560) says
that in spite of the fact that their STS MBS-SR receiver 'looks' the
same, it is an entirely new receiver. They have added the single word'block' to the front panel but inside lhe entire receiver has been
redesigned into a block format unit using the 9SO-1450 MHz BDC'band'as the first lF while the second lF is at 134 MHz (center). The
features are very similar to the 1984 model; three (selectable) stereo
formats, signal strength meter, direct compatibility to the MBS-AA
antenna actuator and the infrared remote control. On the rear panel,
the AFC switch has been moved outside (allows switchino for Tl
problems), and A/B switch has been built-in for switching to a-nd from
the terrestrial TV antenna, and 'pushlock'terminals for wiring rather
than screws. A (miniature) phono jack has been added for the optional
RCS-1 remote sensor unit. The BDC receiver uses now acceoted
DSO technology for thermal drift compensation.

TOKI Satellite Systems (Woodland Hills, California) is in the
midst of a distributor sales incentive program which will expire on April
30th. Under the program which was structured by John Stover,
distributor sales people handling Toki receivers aie rewarded with'points'accumulated 

with the sale (to dealers) of Toki units. Levels of
points accumulate so that the distributor sales person can ,win' mer-
chandise prizes as a result of his selling eflorts on behalf ol Toki
products.

Wilson Microwave Systems, Inc. (One Sunset Way, Henderson,
Nevada 89015;800/634-6898) has begun a malor advertising push
for their'Lil Wil' five foot TVRO dish system which the firm claims can
be assembled and installed with no tools or prior satellite training. The
system, in addition to the tive foot dish, consisls of a Wilson yM 4OO
receiver, 85 degree LNA, feed assembly plus all cables and instruc-
tions for installation.

WITH Antennas

Aztech Antennas (P.O. Box 21, West Sand Lake, New york
1 21 96; 51 8/674-2864) has announced a new 1 0.5 foot screen mesh
antenna with an interlocking rib system supported by concentric rings
to maintain the parabolic shape. The framing members are aluminum
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OVERSTOCK (Retai l)  UNDERSTOCK
THIS REPORT:  CSD/2  rou t ine ly  surveys  approx imate ly  300 TVRo dea lers  each month  to  de termine (1 )  how bus iness
for the last complete (calendar) month compares with the same month in 1984; (2) whether four primary equipment
i tems were  in  dea le r 'overs tock '  ( i .e .  too  many in -house)  o r 'unders tock '  ( i .e .  supp l ies  dangerous ly  low a t  re ta i l  leve l ) .
This serves as TVRO's " industry barometer" of equipment trends at the retai l /dealer levLl.
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PRODUCT NEWSi continues on page 24



TECHNICAL
SERVICE AND ADVICE

ls JUSTA PHONE CALL/I/\AYI
At MICRODISH we have built our business on
service. Our service staff has over 20 years com-
bined experience in electronics repair and
T.V.R.O. service. Our Dealers knowthatwith
MICRODISH as their distributor they have an
experienced service team behind them.

MICRODISH is an
authorized distributor for
Drake, Uniden, Chaparral,
Houston Tracker, Videol i nk,
Satellite Relay

and Avan- tek. Dish
include U.P.
Superior, Orbitron,
Raydx and Southern Spun Aluminum in

a variety of sizes and colors. All orders
placed by noon E.S.T. will usually be
shipped the same day.

offering service from coastto coast. Dealers will find an
extensive inventory of quality products, fast shipment and
service at discount prices.

Phone for more information. l-800 -638-186+

MICRODISH has three offices

RODISH
MICRODISH SOUTH MICRODISH WEST
I mile wesr of Rr. I 1375 N.E. Forbes Rd.
on State Route 96 Bend,OreqongTT1l
Raleiqh. N.C.27596
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TESTING CANCOM
SCRAMBLED CBD

SERVICE

CSD received one of the first Orion-P decoders in early Novem-
ber. The unit is rather attractive in appearance with a sleek brushed
aluminum package. At first we could not find any controls, with the
exception of the audio level control. The decoder is foolproof. lt has
well-labelled input and output connectors on the back. lt also came
with adeguate patch cables, which seem to be a rarity in the TVRO
industry.

It took less than 4 minutes to hook the decoder uo to our receiver
and our TV set. Upon hook-up it was obvious that the decoder wasn't
authorized. We placed a telephone cal l  to CANCOM's major up-l ink
and control site near Oka, Quebec. The gentleman who answered the
telephone had a prominent French accent, but spoke excellent Eng-
lish. He had not been informed that we had been authorized to use the
decoder. We read him the code numbers which were on a sticker on
the side of the decoder. The sticker resembles that Universal Product
Code which you find on most foods and canned goods. His computer
database indicated that this was not an authorized decoder. Atter
dropping a few names, and convincing him that we were doing a
product review, and indeed it was the top brass at CANCOM who had
authorized and senl out the unit, he agreed to program the computer
to authorize the decoder(!).

We were instructed to place the decoder on the TCTV transponder
Anik D-1 (TR14). Within moments, the decoder "crackled" and the
piclure went from scrambled to crystal clear. The audio popped in at
the same time. We then went from transponder to transponder on Anik
D-1, and each scrambled picture "popped" in. lt takes about half a

by
Mark L. Lewis
2 Braemore Gardens
Toronto, Ontario
M6G 2C8 Canada

SATELLITE DICEST

SCRAMBLING PREVIEW?
They've had scrambled satellite TV, available to

the consumer, in Canada for more than a year now.
How is it working? We assigned Canadian Bureau
Chief Mark Lewis to the task of finding out. His report
appears in this issue and there are severalsurprises;
the service is good, the OAK boxes work and even
with below threshold signals the pictures decode. ls
scrambling, therefore, working well in Canada? ls
scrambling going to work well in the USA as well? Not
quite so fast, as Lewis reports in this issue. We'll have
an extended update in CSDforApril 01 as well; watch
for it.

second for the picture to go lrom scrambled to decoded.
When you are not looking at the encoded signals, the decoder is

virtually transparent. Audio and video are led in, and are remodulated
to channel 3 or 4. (There is a well  hidden switch - the only switch on
the decoder).

The video quality of the decoded signals was excellent. We had
virtual ly "sparkl ie-free" signals to start with, nevertheless, there
appeared to be no degradation whatsoever. We found the video
quality of the Detroit TV stations to be above average in quality when
decoded. During our initial tests in November we used a prototype
Viewstar TVRO receiver. There was total compatibility betlveen re-
ceiver and decoder. The decoder specifies a requirement for unfil-
tered and unclamped video.

In spite of this requirement, we connected the decoder to a
DEXEL DXP-1002 receiver. This was one of Dexel 's f i rst Low Noise
Downconverter models (LNC). We had purchased the receiver in
March 1983. The specifications claim that the receiver has filtered
video. We have had our doubts concerning the degree of filtering
because we have always been able to coax the audio subcarriers out
of the video output, although they are attenuated. We had been told
that up to 30% of the receivers on the market would not be compatible
with the Orion-P decoder. Chances were good (or bad depending on
your point ol view) that the decoder would not work with the Dexel. We
were surprised when pictures began to decode.

Lest we mislead anyone, there was a lot of fine-tuning which we
had to pertorm in order to convince the Orion-P decoder that it should
unscramble the signals coming from the Dexel receiver. We did f ind a"quirk." The Dexel is notorious with reds, greens, and other saturated
colors. lt has been a source of disappointment and annoyance. lt was
not our imagination when the Detroit signals decoded and "looked"

better than the unencoded signals processed by the Dexel on the
same satellite. The saturation problems through the Orion decoder
were minimized.

However the audio decoding with the Dexel receiver proved to be
a problem. The encoded audio is digitized. lt seems that the Orion-P
audio decoding circuitry is less forgiving than the video circuitry. From
time to time, when connected to the DEXEL receiver, the decoded
audio would crackle, sputter, and disappear (returning to encoded
mode). This was rather disconcerting, particularly during a steamy
scene on Hill Street Blues. A great deal of fine{uning and fiddling
with the AFC control on the Dexel seemed to minimize the problem.

We then tried the Orion-P decoder with the new Electrohome E-1
receiver. This frequency-synthesized TVRO receiver was de-
signed with decoders in mind. The performance on the CANCOM
signals delivered pictures approached "studio quality." We did en-
counler some heavy microwave interference on two transponders ol
Anik D. Surprisingly, the video still de-coded. There is a surprising
margin in which this decoder will function. Likewise if we moved the
antenna so that signals fell well-below threshold, the decoder still
performed. You lose the de-coding at a signal level which is well
below acceptable for unscrambled signals for most viewers.
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During our tests we moved to other satellites. At that time, On-TV
was still transmitting on D-3. When we would move to D-3, and tune in
On-TV, the decoder would sense the Oak Orion encoding, and"squelch," just l ike a pol ice scanner radio. Not only would the distorted
scrambled video disappear, (it would not pass through the receiver)
but the picture went to a shade of grey, and the decoder fell silent. lf
you moved over to other (Non Orion) scrambled signals, the decoder
would pass the signals (st i l lscrambled) transparently. Apparently, this
is one of the safety precautions in the decoders, to keep you from
looking at other Orion signals.

We were able to "trick" the decoder. On one of the channels
which transmits horseracing, the decoder "unlocked" momentarily,
but after a fraction of a second, it went to a shade of grey. Incidentally,
for those of us who are amateur electronics experts, the Orion-P
decoder is well-sealed. They've used a type of fastener which cannot
be opened by conventional screwdrivers.

The original decoder which was shipped out in November had a
defective video circuit and had to be returned atter 1 week. CANCOM
confirmed that this was not "typical," that the Orion-P failure rate is
very low. They replaced the decoder in January, and the unit ran {or
over 4 weeks, 24 hours a day, without any decoding failure, and we
looked at all of the satellites (including encoded transponders) without
any "lock-out." The second decoder was "pre-authorized" before we
received it. That meant we did not have to telephone and have it
unlocked. CANCOM confirmed that once "authorized," the decoders
can be unplugged and shipped around lor up to 2 weeks without the
need to re-authorize.

Our primary complaint concerns the documentation. lt was very
poorly written.'For example, we were unable to lind the recessed lights
which indicated the "status" of the decoder, or the recessed switch to
change the modulator from channel 3 to channel 4. The average

consumer would probably never be able to f ind the l ights or switch,
they are so well  hidden. Why aren't  they on the front panel?

In fact in the i l lustrat ion, in the original instruct ions, the l ights
were elsewhere on the decoder. Was this a last minute oroduction
change? In any event, we voiced our concerns, and CANCOM's own
instructions are now clearly written and include information concern-
ing authorization of the decoder, and the transponders where the
signals can be found.

We do have a disl ike concerning the Orion-P decoder. First,  the
video performance when a non-scrambled signal is "passed through"
the decoder and re-modulated, is not quite up to the standard of some
newer TVRO receivers. We found the modulated video from the
Electrohome E-1 receiver and the Viewstar receiver to be suoerior to
the modulated video from the Orion. The major shortcoming ol the
Orion decoder was its video processing of non-encoded signals which
were below-threshold. The video level of these signals would be
overmodulated thorugh the decoder. The video level would be-
come so "high" that the picture would go into a "negative effect." This
made signals which were degraded by Terrestrial Interference very
difficult to view. The consumer could of course, insert a mechanical
switch between the P-decoder and the RF outout of his receiver.
Nevertheless, this introduces yet another level of complication into the
picture.

The audio decoding system suflers from "snap, crackle ahd pop"
when there were sparkl ies in the encoded signal. For example, when
we encountered terrestrial microwave interference, the video de-
coded, but the audio had "clicks." We compared the audio to the 6.8
MHz audio subcarrier which was transmitted on the same transponder
(the radio subcanier). The 6.8 subcarrier was "clean" through our
TVRO receiver. We found the "snap, crackle and pop" problem with
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all  the receivers which we tested, and both decoders. This is a
problem which Oak might address.

As for the prospects of Orion become the industry "standard"

decoder, that is a very remole possibi l i ty. There is no provision for
scrambled stereo audio. With so many premium television services
moving to stereo audio. this may lead to the downfal l  of the Oak Orion
in competition with Videocipher. During the next few months we will
watch the marketing closely, to see whether Orion grabs any more of
the market share.

As for the CANCOM service. the Detroit  stat ions and the Canadian
independents are f irst rate. We question however the pricinq and the
market strategy of CANCOM.

THE CANCOM CBD Strategy
The pricing ol the CBD package is $24.95 per month, plus

federal sales tax, and provincial sales tax. But there is a "provisioning

charge" of $495.00 plus tax for the decoder. Manv TVRO owners have
asked why they would want to buy the CANCOM service while they
could get ostensibly the same service (PBS, CBS. ABC & NBC) on
their TVRO's lor free? A val id question!

Of course CANCOM offers the 24-hout Detroit stations which are
ful l-network aff i l iates. and several popular Canadian independent
slat ions. Sti l l  and al l .  CANCOM won't say just how many subscribers
lhey attracted during the f irst sol ici tat ion.

In late December, the CANCOM people sent out a direct mail ing to
Canadian TVBO owners. CANCOM obtained a mail ing l ist from Otbit
Magazine. This sol ici tat ion provided a few surprises, and this t ime
included "the terms of the offer" in ful l  legalese. Now we would not
cri l ic ize the draftsmanship of CANCOM's lawyers, however any
TVBO owner should read the contracl very careful ly before signing on
the dotted l ine.

The terms ol the offer included:
A price of $859.65 for the f irsl  year, and.
This included fees of:
1) $495.00 "an init ial  one t ime decoder provisioning charge":
2) $299.40 "for lhe f irst 12 months of service."
But, there was addit ional provincial sales tax of 7% ($60.18) on

top of the $859.65 in Ontario. l f  lhe subscriber wished to pay in
quarterly instal lments, the price bal looned to $915.35 (plus $64 sales
tax in Ontario); the addil ional cost apparenl ly attr ibuted to , , inlerest"
charges for the decoder.

But, i f  a TVRO owner was not put off  by the pricing structure, he
might be i f  he read the f ine print.

CANCOM stated:
"the decoder is yours to use unti l  such t ime as you discon-
tinue the service. At that time you will return the decoder to
CANCOM" and,
"the decoder shal l  remain the property of CANCOM," and
again,
"(but) the subscriber shal l  be responsible for al l  damages
suffered or caused by the decoder while it is in the subscrib-
er 's possession."
Now we would not wish to quibble with CANCOM's lawyers' legal

drafting. CANCOM pays a lot oi money for its legal services. But
consider the fol lowing. l f  the cleaning woman accidental ly drops the
decoder and i t  is damaged, who pays for the repairs?

The contract states: "the subscriber shall exercise all reasonable
care to maintain the decoder in good working order." What if your
home is burglarized, and your insurer wi l l  not reimburse you foi the
decoder? From the language of the contract, you may owe CANCOM
more money. How much money? We don't know.

But look closer at the contract. The $495.00 is merely a "provision-
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raise, lower, or mute the volume, and fine
tune lhe picture. All with only 20 keys.
Block Conversion
The SR5000's advanced design employs
a block down conversion system so you'll
be sure to have the best possible picture
year round (The Regency block system is
stable within 2MHz from - 30 to + 60'C).
And it's ideal for selling multiple receiver
systems.
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Now for the good news. The SR5000,
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SR5000 is backed by Regency, a
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America.
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Introducing the newest, most advanced
remote controlled satellite receiver . . . the
Regency SR5000.
We started with the latest in satellite
receiver technology, using two
microprocessors, block down conversion,
and infrared remote control. Then. we
topped it otf by fitting it into a compact,
stylish case of true "set-top" dimensions
with a large, easy to read LED display.
And that's just for starters.
Two Mlcroporcessors and More
Satellite positioning, polarity, and skew
can be programmed and selected
automatically. All programmed information
is stored in the SR5000's permanent,
non-volatile memory. What's more, the
Regency receiver features a built-in SAW
resonator modulator with channel 2 or 3
output, descrambler loop, signal strength
meter, and composite or baseband audio
and video outouts. Not to mention the
remotecontrol  . . .
Full Functlon Remote Control
Every Regency SR5000 comes complete
with a full function infrared wireless
remote control that's very easy to
operale. lt lels you select channels (direct
access or slew), select satellite positions,
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ing fee." lt seems that this fee is non-refundable. In the event you
choose to discontinue the service, you not only forfeit the "provision-

ing fee" but you are obligated to return one decoder in good working
oroer.

What il the decoder malfunctions and shorts out your TVRO
receiver, or catches fire? That is the subscriber's responsibility.

There is a one year l imited warranty. After that t ime, the subscrib-
er is responsible for al l  repairs. The question arises: Assume that the
decoder fai ls to work a year and a day after you paid the "provisioning

charge," who pays for repairs? Apparently you do!
What happens i f  you decide to cancel the service when the decod-

er malfunctions? From the wording of the contract, you may be obl i-
gated to pay for repairs to the decoder which you must return to
CANCOM. and you also forfeit  the provisioning charge.

Charles Johnston, who is in charge of the DBS marketing lor
CANCOM confirms that they are re-examining the matter of the l imited
1 year warranly. He conceded that the warranty is onerous given the"provisioning " fee, but at the presenl t ime, the terms of the contract
provide a 1 year warranly.

What about the service i tself? CANCOM is not l iable i f  service is
interrupted lor a variety ol reasons including fai lure of transmisson
equipment. The subscript ion fee of $299.00 is only for one year, and
CANCOM may provide noti f icat ion of price increases. Based upon the
wording of the contract. the price increases are not limited lo the rate
of inf lat ion or any olher f  actor which can be calculated. Rate increases
are at the whim of CANCOM. In other words, caveat emptor; let the
buyer beware.

One other i tem which we found curious. The contract states:" ln cabled areas CANCOM requires the co-operation of the
local cable operator. CANCOM therefore reserves the right to
refuse service unti l  such arrangements are made."

CANCOM confirmed that this is a business decision which they have
made. to attempt to get the support ol the cable industry wherever
possible.

Charles Johnsion explained that there may be benefi ts to having a
nearby cable operator avai lable to help. For example, you may be
able to pick up your decoder from the cable operator. He may also be
able to help with service problems related to the decoder, or with
gett ing the "unclamped video" signal from the receiver. Having some-
one nearby may be a virtue with a relat ively new technology.

However, the contract as it is presently written, legally makes the
subscriber l iable for everything including instal lat ion. Therefore, a
third party (the cable operator), is being drawn into the deal, without
legal contractual benefi t  to the subscriber.

We confirmed that CANCOM wil l  not require the subscriber to
work through a cable l icensee i f  the subscriber l ives just outside the"wired" area. That s fair.  But Chuck Johnston confirmed that CAN-
COM was re-evaluating i ts posit ion where a cable company was not
interested in act ing as the middleman to provide the CBD service. For
the present t ime. CANCOM wil l  put any TVRO owner "on hold" i f  the
TVRO owner lives in a town where the cable company has not come to
terms with CANCOM. In other words. they may deny service if the
cable operator is not co-operative.

We weren't enthused with the prospect of having to deal with the
cable company's staff . in view of the terms of the CANCOM contract.
For example, we live in Toronto and have chosen not to deal with my
local cable operator. One of his henchmen recently came to the door
and suggested that we were "hooked up" to the cable which runs
behind our house (he also implied that we were receiving cable
service without paying). l t  is terr ibly hard to engender much respect for
a cable company that falsely accuses you of being hooked up to their
service (one would think that they could check their own service
records as well  as their wir ing at the telephone pole). I  certainly don't
want the character who came to my door within 1 00 yards of my TVRO
system. I don't want to buy my CANCOM CBD service from this
fellow either.

To be blunt, I don't have much reason to respect the marketino or
technical abilities of this local cable operator when it comes to sateilite
signals, so why should I be required to have his involvement in the
acquisition of the CANCOM service? | would prefer to work with an
experienced TVRO dealer.
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I  don't  want to "nit-pick," but in my area, I  am the only TVRO
owner. I'm not sure that anyone at the local cable outlet has ever seen
a home earth station, let alone a CANCOM decoder. I want CAN-
COM's expert ise, I  don't  want to be the "test guinea pig" of the local
cable licensee, and besides, I would be paying CANCOM close to
$900.00 in the first year, for that expertise and that service.

CANCOM by virtue of its CRTC license is not obligated to deal
with the cable industry in offering this CBD service. Charles Johnson
stresses that this is their marketing decision and they will have to live
by that decision. One would think that CANCOM would use the TVRO
industry as their first line of local distribution. Charles Johnson is
candid, since most of their revenue comes from cable companies,
noting they have elected to give the cable companies a new and
added source of revenue, instead of more competition.

On the other side of the coin, there are a number of comoetent
cable operators in rural areas who have diversitied into TVRO;s. We
know of at least two Canadian TVRO pioneers who run cable com-
panies, and make a lot of money lrom TVRO sales to people l iving
outside of their cabled areas. Sure, they should have a shot at this
new source of revenue. But i f  CANCOM had a "TVRO dealer f i rst"
policy, these individuals would provide the service to consumers,
regardless of their cable interests.

We questioned the pricing, at $299.00 per year for the service,
plus the provisioning fee of $495.00. We suggested that this price is
excessive, particularly when CANCOM's price to its "cable affiliates"
for same signals is $8 (or less) per month (per subscriber). This is $96
(or less) per year, per cable subscriber, versus $299 for TVRO
owners, and to add insult to injury, the TVRO owner must provide
his own equipment, and must maintain the equipment, including the
decoder. Incidentally, the $8 per month per cable subscriber is a price
which is regulated by the government. But CANCOM has determined
that they are nol bound by the regulated pricing scheme, and can sell
to consumers for any price which they believe the market will bear.

Again, Charles Johnson told us that this was CANCOM's market-
ing decision after undertaking extensive research. They believe that
their pricing is correct. However in our view, if CANCOM were to
charge $8.00 per month plus a small administrative fee, the pricing
would be more realistic. Of course, CANCOM's pricing is predicated
on a "cut" to the local TVRO or cable system. What is fair?

Let us assume that CANCOM collects its regulated tariff of 996 per
year for each CBD subscriber. That leaves $203 per year to be split
up. During the first year, there is a limited wananty on the decoder, so
one might apportion part of the $203 towards warranty repairs. But in
year 2, the CBD subscriber is responsible for all repairs, at his cost. ls
the premium of $203 fair in the 2nd and succeeding years? You be the
judge. Remember, if the subscriber terminates the service, he returns
the Orion-P decoder, and CANCOM keeps both the decoder and the
$495 "provisioning charge. "

BARS And Taverns

.ln early January, CANCOM announced that lhey would sell to bars
and taverns. This of course is a lucrative market for TVRO's and TV
sports. The price is $49.95 per month. For a commercial establish-
ment, this pricing is probably more realistic than the consumer pricing.

THE Bottom Line
The CANCOM decoder pertormed well. Cleary CBD has arrived.

The package of commercial stations is first rate. Even the Canadian
independent stations broadcasl predominantly first run American
programming during prime t ime.

Would I buy the CANCOM package under the present ,,terms of
the offef'?

. lwouldnot sign the contract as it is presently drafted. I hope that
they re-draft their offer, and the contract, because as it stands now, it is
too one-sided and too onerous.

FINAL Words
In ourview, CANCOM's biggest problem is pricing and its contract.

So long as the major U.S. networks and superstations remain readilv
available on C-Ban4 very few consumers will pay the $g0O (plusl
premium (first year). Further, so long as there is the glimmer of hope in
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Canada that HBO et al wi l l  sel l  a Videocipher CBD package to
Ganadians, a lot of TVRO dealers may be reticent to "push" the
Orion-P system and the CANCOM package. Of course, i t  is unl ikely
that HBO wil l  sel l  in Canada, and Canadian consumers may have no
"legal" source of premium programming next year, aside from the
CANCOM package of conventional television stat ions.

We suggested to Charles Johnson that a low-cost system using a
small  TVRO may be part of the answer. There may be thousands oJ
individuals who would pay for clear reception from Anik-D with a
package of 4 U.S. stat ions, al l  the Canadian networks, plus sports,

music videos, etc. l f  the price were low enough, and the dish were
simple enough to instal l  ( i .e. 4 foot),  they might tap into the hundreds of
thousands of rural inhabitants who don't  want to spend a lot of money
on a TVRO system. There is also a summer cottaqe pooulat ion of
several mil l ion people who want the same quali ty of iV service which
they get in the city. l f  they could transport a 4' dish to and from the
cottage, there could be a tremendous market out there. Of course al l
of this is speculat ive. l t  wi l l  be interesting to see whether a package is
assembled.

TVRO ON TVI
THE BORESIGHT

STORY

TELEVISION/ The Medium
There are many strange and often bizarre stories relating to the

early use of satellite transmission time by rugged pioneers who
wanted lo 'beam a message'to some distant point. One such story,
told by RCA personnel in the 1978 era, testifies to the apparent power
of satellite transmission.

The time is the winter of 1976. RCA has been operatinq its first
domestic satellite for barely a year and satellite 'time' is $tiSO per
hour for non-regular, occasional use. To that any user must add-in
uplink time (to reach the bird through an uplink transmitteO and 'tape
time,' to allow for the playback of the client's tape on an RCA video
machine.

A man walks into the RCA office in downtown Manhattan. He
wants to buy 60 minutes of time on Christmas eve. He asks the price
and wishes to know what format the tape must be in. He is given this
information and he then asks about how far in advance he should'book t ime' for 11PM eastern, Christmas eve. With his answers he
reaves.

One week before Christmas he returns. He hands a 3/4 inch
tape to the sales person at RCA Americom and counts out nearly
$2500 for the satellite time, the uplink time and the tape playback
charges.

Now RCA is new enough to this business at that time that they had
seen very few customers of any type come in the door and'buy time'.
But they did have a form which was to be filled out with each such'transponder time buy'. The form started out with the name and
address of the customer. lt wenl on."Now, you say you want this program transmitted via satellite
at 11PM on December 24th?"

The man responded yes.
"Alright, may RCA select the satellite (they had two operating at

the time) or do you wish to do that?"
The man said RCA could do that."OK, now, where do you wish this taped program sent to?"
The man appeared flustered, as if he did not understand the

question. The RCA counter salesman repeated the question. Now the
man looked even more flustered. So the RCA salesman tried to
exDlain.

"Look, here is how this works. We take your tape and we place it on
a tape machine. The tape machine turns the tape into electronic

signals which then go into a transmitter. The transmitter beams those
signals to our satellite, 22,300 miles above the equator. The satellite
calches the signals and turns them around; sending them back to
earth. That's why I need to know where you want this tlpe transmitted
to; do you have someone in Los Angeles or Dallas that you want to
receive this tape?"

The customer nervously rubbed his hands together, staring intent-
ly at the diagram sketched by the RCA man. He was obviously irying to
frame a question in his mind;something was bothering him. finitty-ne
said it.

"You mean that all of this uplink signal is caught by the
satellite and it is turned around and sent back to earth; ALL ;f the
signal???"

The RCA man sensed the concept was the problem so he fell back
on his engineering background to respond.

..  
"No,actual ly, 

onlyaverysmall  partof theuplinksignal iscaughtby
the satellite; most of it goes right past the sateiliie and into ttre
heavens!"
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The man beamed a wide smile. Now he understood. The RCA
man mistook the beaming, toothy smile for acceptance of the system.
He re-asked his missing question.

"SO, where do we want the message del ivered to, then? How
about Dallas? There are some nice people in Dallas . .  ."

The man stopped smil ing.
" l  don't  know anyone in Daltas" he said. " l  want you to del iver

the taped message to GOD.""God???" repeated the RCA man. "As in G O D?""That GOD" responded the customer. "You just told me that
most of the uplink signal goes right by the sateilite, into the
heavens. That 's what I  hoped happened. l t  wi l l  go to GOD.',

The RCA man took a deep breath and sl id his penci ldown the form
to a linewhich started off with:' lntended recipient:

He wrote in g o d.
"Oh no" urged the customer "that is G O D; capital letters,

please!!!" And so RCA transmitted a one hour videotaoe mes-
sage'to GOD' lrom a lonely man who wandered in off of 42nd Street,
on Christmas eve in the winter of 1976. And pocketed $2500 or so in
the process. And the dawning of satellite narrowcasting had begun.

RCA officials, for the record, swear this is a true story. lt is almost
too much of a story to be a creation of somebody's imagination.

Since that first satellite narrowcast, the world of ndrrowcasting via
satelrite has exploded over and over again. Everyone, or so it seems,
wants to be on satel l i te television.

Shaun Kenny is one of these people. Shaun has been a TVRO
equipment dealer in New Jersey for almost as long as there has been
a TVRO industry. His specialty has been commercial and semi-
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commercial systems, using high grade equipment (such as Scienti f ic-
Atlanta and Blonder Tongue). Shaun had a dream.

An astute student of the TVRO industry, and a very concerneo
dealer, Kenny was dismayed with the readi ly avai lable junk equipment
which. dealers were being sold. Attending trade shows, his experi-
enced eye found 'more junk than class' and he was doubly lrustrated
when those who made the 'junk' seemed not-to-care about whether
the equipment worked properly or not.

Kenny was also an astute student of the media in the industrv: he
found much of it 'short on integrity' and too eager to attract advertisers
to publ ish what he characterizes as 'honest reports on equipment
fai l ings'.  He toyed with the idea of start ing a magazine, ,by a dealer '
and ' for dealers' .  Wisely, perhaps, he also saw that there were plenty
of magazines already there and many more promised. perhaps he
would have to l ind some dif ferent way to create a magazine: one that' told-i t  l ike-i t- is ' .

A product ot the television generation, Shaun Kenny had been
brought up on'the tube'.  He could not remember a dav in his l i fe when
there was no tube displaying the world in his l iv ing room. And so he
created the c,oncept of a television program for dealers, by a dealer;
him. And'BORESIGHT' was conceived.

Fortunately for Shaun Kenny and the hundreds ol others now into
creating their own television (narrowcasting) programming, one hour
of occasional use t ime no longer sel ls for $1850 (plus). In f ict,  i t  is now
possible to buy an hour's time (each week, lor 52 weeks, under
contract) for as little as $200 per hour. lt is, like all television ,time,, time
of day and day of week conscious; transmitting in the middle of the
night (eastern) on a Sunday night/Monday moining is the cheapest
way to go. Transmitting on a Friday or Saturday evening in ,prime time'
is the most expensive way to go.

B'B(l
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Ecsy Installqtion
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Shaun's concept is to create and bring to TVRO dealers between
40 and 50 brand new one-hour programs 52 weeks a year. He'd do 52
new shows a year but admits after the first ten or so that everyone
needs a rest nowand again;even TVROdealerswho spend allof their'spare time'trying to create interesting 60 minute television programs.

Kenny launched BORESIGHT with a minimal amount of fanfare.
It started off being scheduled exactly opposite the CSD'TVRO Flfth
Blrthday Telecast' on Thursday evening, October 1 8th; an unforlun-
ate scheduling oversight which Shaun corrected but not until after
much of his advanced press material had gone into the mails. The
program has slayed at the gPM/Thursday spot on SATCOM F4,
transponder 20, pretty much routinely since that time although Kenny
is evaluating a different transponder on a ditferent bird and perhaps a
time slot change as well.

BORESIGHT started out as a compilation of video clips. With a
four person crew, led by the every-week-more-capable Karen J.P.
Howes, BORESIGHT has turned from a random collection ol video
clips in the early days to a neatly packaged, almost-slick 60 minutes
that seats Howes as the chiel commentator and pits various Kenny
and creu, people against her, feeding back to the show live (on tape)
interviews and visits with TVRO dignitaries and tree-shakers coast-to-
coast.

ln a relatlvely short tlme span, BORESIGHT has looked deeply
into a wide range of subjects; lrom computer store interfacing to the
satellite to the practical problems of being a distributor. And from trade
show coverage (Dallas STTI show) to visits with RCA uplink facilities
and manufacturing houses such as Blonder Tongue.

Becently the BORESIGHT program has laken on an identity of its
own; an evolutionary kind of identity which allows Howes lo be the
chief moderator for the various special leatures and taped reports and
allows Kenny to do what he does best; go into the field and stir up the
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dust. One memorable moment aired after the Dallas show had Kenny
thrusting a microphone under the nose of Janeil's Bob Dushane and
quizzing Dushane about alleged failures of Janeil antenna back-
plates. The surprised Dushane convinced few viewers that he had, or
was willing to share, the 'proper answer'with the viewers.

Kenny most recently has launched something called'The Butch-
er Block Award'; a small segment each week devoted to identifying,
on camera, products now available or once available in TVRO which
for one reason or another proved 'inadequate' in routine use. The very
first week of the 'award series' Kenny nominated the Intersat lQ-160
receiver power supply as a candidate and issued a terse warning to
Intersat's David (McClaskey) over the air. "We are watching this
problem, David" he said looking straight into the camera lens.
McOlaskey was watching too; from his bedroom. "l felt like Kenny
Invaded the privacy of my bedroom and reached out of the

plcture tube and shook me by my neck" remembered McClaskey.
Kenny is a scrapper who grew up fighting for everything. On

screen he seems 'laid back' and sincere, often fumbling for just the
right words to convey his convictions. Hls lack of professlonalgab ls
an ass€t because dealers identity with a man who is obviously frus-
trated and who shows, on camera, that he does not always believe
everything he is hearing. His voice raises a half octave and goes up
several decibels when he is'insulted'by a direct response to a direct
question. The person fielding his questions feels the tension rising and
that comes through to the viewer as well. Kenny may well become the
first'television hero' of the TVRO industry if he can keep it up.

'Keeping it up' is an important consideration to Shaun Kenny. To
date, he estimates more than $30,000 out of his dealer pockets has
gone into the production of BORESIGHT. There has been virtually no
trade advertising to support the effort to date. In other words, BORE-
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SIGHT is losing money all the while it is building a larger and more
apprecialive audience.

Kenny figures that the show's dollar fortunes should begin to turn
around at and during the forthcoming Las Vegas SPACEiSTTI trade
show. During the November Dallas trade show, BORESIGHT was
everywhere videotaping the Dealer Board meeting, the Master Board
meeting, interviews throughout the show and press conferences held
by both SPACE and HBO. The weeks following Dallas were 'rich' in
show coverge and filled with valuable insight to the workings ol our
new, still young industry. From the foundation of experience gained in
Dallas BORESIGHT will field a far more extensive etfort in Las Vegas.
And after Las Vegas, returning to their home base in New Jersey, tney
should have enough good material captured on videotape to keep the
program exciting and up to date for months to come.

Karen J.P. Howes does an excellent iob of 'moderating' the
program. She is also largely responsible for the final, edited product
you see on the air each Thursday. Positioning herself as 'hostess', she
leads you into and between individual reports as well as providing the
TVRO industry's only'live TV newscast'; a segment each week Com-
prised of the latest news from the industry. In addition to this, Karen's
own on-air posture has matured along with the show at a rapid rate;
she has advanced from a quiet, meek hostess to a semi-sultry kitten
whose purr is as misleading as a rafllesnake's recoil just before the
strike. Between Kenny's indignation and Howes' innocence, the show
has all of the essential ingredients for being a long-term and perma-
nent part of the TVRO industry.

ry!"! is missing through all of this evolution is industry support at
the OEM and distributor level. Kenny has reduced advertising rates to
the point where you can acquire two advertisements on BORESIGHT
for less than you can purchase a full page color ad in ANy of the
indr'.stry's print media. But price appears not to be the problem.

Air time, for somebody who has a videotaped advertisement
already made up, is incidental. What costs big bucks and creates big
headaches is the advertisement itself. Peoplewho barely understand
how to properly layout a print media ad are certainlv not able to deal
with the intricacies of 30 or 60 seconds of smooth running video and
audio. Kenny wisely realized that he could be raking in substantial
advertising bucks to help offset the drain on his own not-deep pockets

if he could somehow get the video ads created. So he came up with a
plan whereby an advertiser gets FREE, no-charge advertisement-
creation in return for agreeing to use a package ol advertisements on
BORESIGHT over a planned period of time. And that is a start.

What is also missing is the use of video as a medium by OEMs
and distributors who have a 'news'or'product message' to tell. OEMs
routinely create and issue prlnted 'press releases' oflen accompa-
nied by glossy photos of new products. Has anyone ever thought to
round up a local guy with a semi-pro camera and tape deck to also
create a 30 or 60 second PR-oriented 'press release' for use on
BORESIGHT? Apparently not, although Kenny says he is more than
willing to consider such contributions for no-charge airing on BORE-
SIGHT if they fit the legitimate criteria of being genuine press releases
for a product or service.

Distributors holding sales and educational seminars should be
doing the same thing; bringing in a local fellow with enough smarts to
get his lighting and audio 'right' and creating, even if on 1/2 inch tape, a
short report on a recenl sales meeting or educational seminar on
actuators. Those types of tapes, fed to BORESIGHT, have a ,news
value'which dealers all over the country would appreciate sharing in.

Others have tried what Shaun Kenny and crew are dolng; ind
lalled. Kenny's approach, from the'wounded dealer' perspective, is
unique and refreshing and it should catch on with dealers who are,
after all, his main audience play. And in fact everyone in the industry
should be 'tuning in' each week as Shaun takes his two hands and
smooths out the surface on his 'butcher block' and prepares to
announce a new nomination, or a new 'loser', in the controversial'Butcher Elock Award'. lt's good televlslon because lt ls relevant
televislon and the industry is better off for the etfort.

'/ BOBESIGHT, Piscataway Corporate Center, Piscataway, NJ
08854; 201/562-0087. Program presently airs Thursday evenings,
9PM (eastern), Satcom F4, transponder 20.
"/ KAUL-TRONICS, Inc. (Box 637, Richland Center, Wisconsin
53581 ; 608/746-8902 is also airing the only OEM television training
series on satellite. The 'Video Newsletter' airs Tuesdays at 9pM
eastern, also on TR22, Satcom F4; weekly.

ADVANCE REVIEW:
LUXOR'S NEW

DOWNCONVERTER

NOW We'll Report
Back in mld-1984 the CSD Lab received one of the Luxor Model

9550 TVRO receivers and actuators for Lab test. We were not very
pleased with its performance and told Hans Giner of our reaction. you
will note that we have not published a review of the. unit to date.

Luxor receivers are a legend within a legend. From their first formal
showing in Atlanta, Georgia at the industry trade show held there late
in 1 982, to the present time, they have been one of the 'heavy weights,
in the TVRO receiver world chasing people like KLM right out oi the
top-five receiver rating class in the process. Luxor broke their receiver
with features which nobody else had at the time, just as the industry

was starting to think about consumer-friendly controls and user-
friendly ease of operation. Their infrared remote control was a first and
their many user features were exciting to dealers who wanted some-
thing 'sexy'to sel l .

We played with a Luxor at the time and didn't care for it. The
receiver had serious 'stability' problems which we eventually figured
out stemmed from the outdoor mounting downconverler. Since other
receivers, equally complex at least in the downconversion area, were
not having this degree of problem, we had to feel that Luxor could
improve their performance if they tried.

Luxor's approach to the receiver system was detailed quite exten-
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sively in CSD on December 1 and January 1 just past. We paid a trip to
Sweden and visited with Luxor at their plant in Motala last fall and
wrote about what we saw, learned, and our impressions of the facility
and the personnel who work there. Our impressions were very posi-
tive although, as we discussed at length with Luxor engineers in
Sweden at the time, we had a hard time balancing our favorable
impressions with a downconverter which reJused to stay on one
transponder long enough to allow the user to enjoy a full length feature
fi lm.

"Wait" we were told, "and you will be pleased with what we
do".

Well ,  Luxor has done' i t '  and we are pleased to be able to tel l  you
what they have done and how we measure the perlormance oJ their
' f ix ' .

GOOD BYE USA/ Hello Japan
The Luxor C24-3 'Satellite Downconverter'was manufactured for

the Swedish firm by a US microwave high-tech house; Magnum
Microwave. The Magnum created downconverter was an attempt on
Luxor's part to correct a problem that had developed early in 1984
when Luxor and their exclusive distributor (STS of Missouri) 'broke

up'. Actually, Magnum had built the original downconverters for
Luxor receivers but in between Magnum and Magnum, STS had done
a downconverter of their own.

fhe C24-3 downconverter was touted by Magnum as a "high

performance, lightweight, dual conversion downconverter with mili-
tary grade, environmentally screened microwave components". We
pointed this out to a downconverter engineer working for a competitive
firm and he responded "l hope they are building microwave front
ends tor the Russian mil i tary and not the US mil i tary because I 'd
hate to think our ICBMs were being guided by those microwave
lront ends". Magnum units, to be blunt, were not always 'on target'.
Magnum did an excel lent job of publ ishing operational 'specs' for the
C24-3 but those specs omitted one very important characteristic;
frequency stability versus time or temperature. A state of the art unit
might retain a frequency stability of t 2MHz for a temperature excur-
sion at the downconverter ot -2OF to + 120F or so; the kind of
temperatures which can reasonably be expected at a dish installed at
various unlriendly locations in North America. Magnum told you the
'operational temperature range' ( 31 to + 149 F) but they didn't  tel l
you (or specify) what happened to the output frequency in the double
conversion unit (70 MHz to the receiver) when the temperature moved
around in such a'window'. They also didn't  tel l  you how't ime' alone
(assuming a stable or near stable environmental temperature) would
affect the stability of the 70 MHz output.

Double conversion downconverters are unusual devices. Not very
many engineers have the talents required to design such a unit and
those that are designed may not be suitable for long term operation.
f he 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band is ' inoutted' f  rom the LNA and once inside of

TOP OF THE HEAP/ Japanese replacement for Magnum down-
converter for Luxor looks like a winner.

SATELLITE DICEST

the unit the front end selects a particular (desired) transponder fre-
quency because it receives 'tuning instructions' from the TVRO re-
ceiver. This tuning instruct ion is a tuning 'voltage' which originates at
the receiver and is transmitted to the downconverter through a pair of
wires or a length of coaxial cable.

This single transponder channel, located someplace between
3,700 and 4,200 MHz, is then downconverted to a new f requency such
as 600 MHz. Then a new tuning voltage, f ixed within the down-
converter, changes the irequency one more t ime in a second 'mixer

circuit' and now what was perhaps 3,720 MHz is finally 70 MHz. All of
this magic takes place inside of a container that weighs around 1

ANATOMY OF DUAL OOWNCONVERSION
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pound and measures less than 3 inches wide by 6 inches long and 1 .5
inches ' thick'.  And al l  ol  this magic must happen just exactly the same
way whether the case temperature (and therefore the circuit tempera-
ture of the downconverter) is 30 or +130 (F).

Inside of a microwave downconverter we have various component
parts which are, essentially, 'thermatic'; that is, they respond or per-
form with different results when the temperature changes. Some of
these parts are discrete (you can hold them, alone, in your hand or
between two fingers) and some are 'etched' or found on the micro-
wave circuit board. They are all partially or totally 'metallic' in

"n'r,
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content and you can reason with accuracy that various metals
change shape and size and characteristics when the temperature
changes. A piece of copper, for example, is longer (by measurement)
at +120F than it is at -20 F. And each such change results in a
revised operating characteristics for the circuit they are installed
within.

Engineers try to design around this sort of problem in several
ways:

1 ) They build into the circuit 'temperature compensating parts'; if
a piece of copper 'gets longer' at + 120F, then some other part
'gets shorter' (electrically) so that the net change is close to
zerc lot the full circuit.

2) When some particular and much-needed 'frequency'changes

because of parts change with temperature, they build into the
last unit in the line (the indoor receiver in our case) a 'frequency

tracking circuit'so that if the lF 'center' moves from 70 MHz to
60 MHz, they hope they can 'pull' the wandering 70 (60) MHz
signal back to 70 MHz with say an automatic frequency control
(AFC) system.

All of this is pretty tricky and as anyone who has installed a receiver
such as the Luxor 9550 knows, what may be OK'today' may be the
subject of a service call 'tomorrow'.

So Luxor finally took their problem to Japan.

MIXER
1 ) T E M P
C H A N G E

I F  A M P
1 )  T E M P
C H A N G E

2nd MIXER

1 ) T E M P
CHANGE

70 MHz lF

1 ) T E M P
CHANGE

ANATOMY OF DOWNCONVERTER INSTABIL ITY

AT 5000 MHz:

1  %  C H A N G E  =

50 MHz
. 1 %  C H A N G E  =

5  M H z
. 0 1 %  C H A N G E  =

. 5  M H z

HIGH LO
1)  VOLTAGE

CHANGE
2 ) T E M P

CHANGE

AT 600 MHz:

1 %  C H A N G E  =
6  M H z

. ' l %  C H A N G E  =
.6  MHz

.01% CHANGE =
.06  MHz

LOW LO
1) VOLTAGE

CHANGE
2)TEMP

CHANGE

lN SYSTEM, A 5 MHz CHANGE WILL STILL BE
.RECOVERABLE'WITH THE RECEIVER AFC (TI
CONSIDERATIONS ASIDE) WHILE ANYTHING

GREATER THAN 5 MHZ MAY CAUSE RECEIVER
DRIFT PROBLEMS.

JAPANESE Built Downconverter
CSD received serial number I of the new Luxor downconverter in

January. We promptly installed it, with the 9550 receiver, on a test dish
and afler setting up the 9550 (one more time) walked away from it for
two weeks. lt just sat there and played. We figured the best test we
could give it was to let time pass. lf this downconverter was not going
to be any more stable than the Magnum built C24-3 we had received
six months prior, we'd know in just a matter of days (perhaps hours).

We checked on the stability of the signal every day or so and made

SATELLITE DICEST

f,uxoR
4 GHz DOWN CONVERTER

2209734-11
MADE IN JAPAN

appropriate written comments in a log book. At the end of two weeks
we took lhe new (model 2209734-111 downconverter out of service
and stuck the C24-3back into operation. And we began a cycling test
where each ran tor 24 hours and we recorded and measured the
frequency stability of each unit as a tunction of time. We show the
resulls here in tabular form.

These observations while we are waiting for the results.

MAGNUM 4 GHz input fitting (top) and Japanese 4 GHz input
fitting (below) differ in design philosophy. Would moisture in-
gress through either? Only time will tell.
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1) The Magnum unit is larger by about 15"/o.
2) The coaxial f i t t ings used on the Magnum unit are sl ightly more

l ikely to ' leak moist air '  ( thereby al lowing moisture to ingress
and col lect inside of the downconverter which is heated and
therefore 'draws' cooler air inside) than the new 'made in
Japan'unit .  In part icular, the3.7t4.2 GHz input f i t t ing used on
the Japanese unit is ol a design which self-seals while the
fi t t ing on the C24-3 Magnum unit we received lor test can' leak'
around the edges.

(We cannot speak to whelher i t  did in fact ever leak, only that
given the design of the f i t t ing and the way i t  is mounted, the opportu-
nity to leak moislure inside would be greater.)

Moisture col lect ing inside of a downconverter would be a short cut
to death for the downconverter. Any moisture, even a thin f i lm or a
single eye-dropper drop, col lect ing in the wrong place inside ol a
downconverler, wi l l  shut i t  down or at best degrade performance.

3) The Japanese version weighs 2 ounces less.
4) The Japanese version is 'blue' while the Magnum version is

between bronze and aluminum, depending upon how long i t
has been oul-of-doors.

Wilh lhe possible exceplion of the moisture col lect ing inside, i l  in
fact such a thing could happen, none of these 'changes' seem
signif icant. What about the specs internal ly?

Like Magnum, the Japanese version we received (remember, i t
was serial number 8) had less than complete specif icat ions. Perhaps
that was because the unit we received was an 'advance unit 'brought
to the USA prior to the actual avai labi l i ty of the new unit lor dealers ( in
quanti ty).  However, i t  is decidedly more dif f icult  lo 'measure' and
'compare' specif ical ions for a unit  (any unit) when they don't  tel l  you
what the specs are supposed to be in the f irst place (!).

Of those specif icat ions we did receive, we found virtual ly identical
information for the two units. Magnum said gain should be 27 dB (we
measured 28) while the Japanese version said between 27 and 32
(we measured 29 mid-band). The Magnum claimed i t  would operate
between 35 C and r 65C while the Japanese said 40C to |  60 C.
Nothing signif icant there but then the Japanese unit didn't  tel l  us how
much lrequency dri f t  we might f ind when the temperature moved
about in this window (either). The Magnum said i t  had lo 'see' an
operating voltage of 1 . lB volts (DC)which because the spec sheet did
not elaborate on we always assumed meant that anything lower than
r 18 volts (arr iving at the downconverter) would cause problems. The

Japanese unit asks for between I 15 to I  18.9 volts DC which cer-
tainly sounds l ike a 'voltage window' to us. The 9550, by lhe way, puts
out |  18 volts DC so you have to be mindlul of the voltage drop on the
l ine going to the downconverter (and LNA) since you have both the
current load (consumption) ot the downconverter plus LNA, and, the
' lR Iosses' (resistance of the wire) along the cable connecting the two
to consider.

And that 's i t .
The Japanese unit should be a total drop-in downconverter for any

9550 receiver out there (well ,  the current ones anyhow). You should
be able to do the same thing we have done; swap one for the other and
notice no i l l  effects for the exercise. But, wi l l  you notice better per-
formance???

MEASUREments
In our two weeks of steady burn-in fol lowed by 24 hour cycl ing, we

uncovered the fol lowing:
1) The C24-3 did not l ike being turned olf  for 24 hours and lhen

turned back on again for another 24 hours. About every second
time we had to do receiver set up al l  over again. Nothing new
here; that 's the problem Luxor is trying to solvel

2) The Japanese 2209734-1 1 went off and then came back 24
hours later without any re-tuning required. That 's the improve-
ment we were looking for.

3) Using a below-threshold signal (using above threshold signals
that don't  have sparkl ies proves very l i t t le ln the downconverter
performance business), we were inlr igued by what appeared to
be a better carr ier to noise rat io with the Japanese unit.  So we
measured i t  and found that mid-band (TR12 on Galaxy 1) did'
indeed, have just under 1.0 dB better carr ier to noise (CNR)
wilh the Jaoanese unit.

SATELLITE DICEST

Magnum's spec sheet claimed an 11 dB noise l igure for their
C24-3. That 's a good number as downconverters go: most claim
numbers in the 15 dB region and 12 is considered exceptional. There-
fore 11 would be considered better than exceptional.

Measuring the actual downconverter noise l igure at the CSD Lab
is st i l l  a bit  beyond our capabil i ty and wilh the press of publ ishing
deadlines there was not adequate t ime to cycle both (plus the 9550)
back into the states for a compelent lab measurement. We publish two
photos here, taken closely together in t ime. which shows that yes
indeed' belween serial number D 007825 from Magnum and serial

BELOW THRESHOLD picture qual i ty with Magnum C24-3 is not
as good as below threshold picture qual i ty with Japanese uni l
(shown below).

) ;

number 4251008 from Japan. there is a perceptible (again, just under
1 dB apparent) drfference in carr ier to noise rat io on TR12. We did not
repeat this measurement on transponders 1 and 24 and i t  may be that
the Magnum unit would have been the equal of or even better than the
Japanese unit (may have been means exactly lhat; no measurement
so no data here). Or, i t  could have been even worse.

A FIX?
It is our opinion, after the lests recorded here, that Luxor has

found a ' f ix '  for their instabi l i ty problem with their downconverler. The
new Japanese created downconverter performs better than the Mag-
num in sensit ivi ty (carr ier to noise as explained) and i t  certainly has a
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considerable edge for stabi l i ty.
None of this is to say nor suggest that Magnum cannot bui ld

downconverters as good as Japan. What i t  does say is simply that
given the unusual design requiremenls of the Luxor g550 receiver, the
Japanese downconverter which you see here does perform belter
than the previously supplied Magnum unit.  The Luxor has plenty of
tr ick circuits inside and i t  may well  be that i t  requires more out of a
downconverter than other receivers with less ' tuninq sophist icat ion,.

For the dealer who has handled Luxor in the past iand stopped). or
for the dealer who has been loyal to Luxor in spite of occasional
(frequent, or persistent depending upon how you instal l  the units)
stabi l i ty problems, or, for the dealer who has 'shied away from Luxor'
in the past because of reported stabi l i ty problems. that al l  would
seem to be a thing of the past now. l f  the downconverlers which
Luxor wil l  be showing in publ ic for the f irst t ime in Las Vegas start ing
March 31st are identical to (or better than) the unit CSD received foi
test, Luxor is back in the top ranks once again with a product that wi l l
have users saying ' l  REALLY DO love my Luxor! '

.2r*1 . ,' ,' s : ,
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4GHz DOWN coNvERTER
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WANT TO
TO BE ON

BORE
SIGHT???

ALL DURING the Las Vegas Show, Coop and
Shaun will be conducting 'Boresight Dealer Dia-
logues'at the Boresight Show Studios within the
CSD booths. We are looking for dealers to be-
come a part of the 3 or 4 person dialogues and be
videotaped discussing some important issue be-
f o r e  t h e  i n d u s t r y  t o d a y !  A l l  s u c h  s e s s i o n s
videotaped in the CSD booths will be considered
for use on BORESIGHT (Thursdays, 9 pM east-
e rn ,  F4 ,  TR20) .  Share  your  thoughts  w i th
thousands of other dealers in our industry by

participating!

SCHEDULE:  (Sub jec t  to  change,  check  CSD
booths Sunday March 31 for con-
firmation of exact times on oosted
schedule)

MONDAY/April 1st:
1) 1 1 AM/ "Who Should Pay For Consumer

Awareness???"
2) 3 PM/ "ls Wholesale Advertising Hurting

Dealers???"
TUESDAY/April 2nd:

1) 10AM/ "Can Dealers Repair  Equipment
That Breaks???"

2 )  1  P M I  " H o w  l m p o r t a n t  l s  C o n s u m e r
Financino???"

ONLY AT CSD BOOTHS 12411261128
and 130

IN LAS VEGAS!

Four dealers maximum per session; want to
S|GN UP in advance? Call CSD's Carol Graba

at 3051771-0505 now!
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NEW PRODUCTS/ continued from page 6

either a tracking mount, or, for recreational vehicle use, an Az-El
mount. The antenna will be packaged for'cash and carry' retail outlets
and includes a complete homeowner guide to instal l ing a home TVRO
system.

Echosphere Corporation (1925 W. Dartmouth Avenue, Engle-
wood, Co. 80110; 303/761-4782) has introduced their new GEO'
TRAC antenna, a horizon to horizon mount system capable of lull
Clarke Orbit Belt coverage. The new mount and drive is available with
either a I foot or 10.5 foot reflective surface and an optional drive
svstem for linear actuators is also available.

RUGGED, encased horizon to horizon from Echosphere

Pico Products, Inc. (103 Commerce Blvd., Liverpool, New York
1 3088; 31 5/451 -7700) plans to blow the socks off the antenna markel
in Las Vegas by demonstrating their newly developed offset teed 4

HOW do you attend a TVRO'show'and get the
best value for your money? What new products
can you expect to see and what will the headlines
read 'after' Las Vegas? Tune in Boresight March
28th to find out!

Your Industry's Weekly

ON THE TUBE.  .  .

Video Showcase!
WOULD Pico'Kid'You In Vegas?
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CSD/COOP'S SATELLITE DIGEST. The ONLY industry publication that was 'there' when this industry began,
helping lay the foundation for what has today become a billion-dollar consumer business functioning worldwide! CSD/
two complete issues per month (CSD/2 issued on the 1 5th of each month) covering EVERY important aspect of TVRO
from hands-on equipment reports to detailed learning courses designed to help you own and operate a more profitable
TVRO business. CSD/ strong opinions in an often confusing mamby-pamby glut of meaningless press releases,
claims and counterclaims, and, 'softshoe routine' editorials which say nothing and do nothing. CSD/ a virtual'correspondence course' in TVRO communications designed issue after issue to make you smarter and better
equipped to deal with a run-away technology base. CSD/ not a'give away' publication paid for by advertiser support
and 'advertiser favorable' editorials; supported BY dealers and distributors because it is the ONLY publication willing
to stand behind and support dealers and distributors. CSD/ "Coop's" Satellite Digest from the man who started it all;
and THAT says it all!
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foot by 7 foot 'rectangular parabolic section' antenna. The antenna,
similar in concept to the Birdview Spoon," introduced in Dallas this
past November, lowers the feed horn to a point 15 degrees below the
lower lip of the ref lective surface, thus eliminating any ref lector surface
blockage by the feed. The offset design claims 27 dB down f irst-side
lobe performance ( location of f i rst sidelobe not specif ied), 37 dB of
gain (mid-band or 4.0 GHz) and a noise temperature of 38 degrees
Kelvin with a look angle of 5 degrees.

Hastings Antenna, lnc. (847 West First, Hastings, Nebraska
68901) has opened a west coast warehousing faci l i ty at Madera,
Cali fornia; just north of Fresno and in the center of the state. The new
warehouse allows lowered freight prices for Hastings solid and mesh
antenna products on the west coast; addit ional warehouses are
planned for Texas, Oklahoma and Georoia.

ANTENNA Related News
Burr Engineering Company (730 E. Michigan Avenue, Batt le

Creek, Michigan 49016;616/965-2371) has a new antenna control
and actuatorsystem;the SAT-TROL 10. Using microprocessor oased
control circuits, the system has battery backup for memory retention, a
dynamic braking system with 0.030" accuracy, an optional infrared
remote control and uses a 36 volt power line to the acuator. Stroke
lengths from 18 to 52 inches are avai lable.

CZ LABS (P.O. Box 95-55 Railroad Avenue, Garnervi l le, New
York 10923; 91 41947-1 554)now offers four types of direct burial cable
to the TVRO instal ler. Cables avai lable include sinqle and dual runs of
RG-59/U or RG-6/U plus 60 mit poly jacket protect-ed control wires for
actuator, sensor, polarization rotation and downconverter ooeration.

.CZ also offers a new type of crimp-on type N f itting for LNA jumper
to downconverter cables which mates with both RG-2i 3 and AG-2t +
type cables. New fittings at CZ include a type N to type F adapter and a
double-male type N r ight angle connector for mounting of down-
converters at the LNA.

Philer Wire Products, Inc. (p.O. Box 1700, Tuscaloosa, Ala-
bama 35403; 900/633-595s) is now offering TVRO mesh antenna
manufacturers as well as fiberglass antenna manufacturers a witle
l ine of ref lect ive aluminum material.  New to the l ine is a l ightweight
aluminum mesh with reflective characteristics tor either 4 oi4 and-12
GHz. The new material is rust resistant, and f lexible to use.

b$

PHIFER 'Meshes' with both 4 and 12 GHz

SAT-PAK Corporation (1837 N. Canal Blvd., Redmond, Oregon
97756;5031923-0467) has announced an unconditional one year
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guarantee on all of their LNA cable assemblies. Any cable that fails,
for any reason, will be replaced from one year of the date of sale.

Sentari Communications, Inc. (P.O. Box g94, Parsons, Kansas
67357; 800/858-5577) has announced a new line of three antenna
actuators; models AP 1 200, 2000 and 2800. The 1 200 model has east
and west movement plus stall shut down prolection and antenna
movement direction indication. Model 2000 adds digital antenna loca-
tion readout and unauthorized use lock out. Model 28OO has 56
programmable satellite positions with an alpha-numeric display read-
out through a hand held infrared remote control. All three controllers
are mated with a 36 volt DC drive equipped with a waterprool boot and
shaft wiping. To round out the package, all three units carry a full two
year warranty and should any unit fail for any reason the manufac-
turer will replace it with a new unit for the two year covered period.

INDUSTRY 'Programs'

Video Newsletter, the weekly one hour program produced as a
promotional tool by Kaul-tronics of Richland Center, Wisconsin has
changed the time of their weekly Tuesday telecast; the program is now
seen at 1OPM (eastern) on transponder 22 ot RCA Satcom F4. The
program has been largely used in the recent past to promole company
products and provide technical tips to dealers but is now being ex-
panded to include greater all-industry participation including inierts
producc.d by mediasts Chris Schultheiss (Satellite TV Magazine) and
Doctor Ed Meeks (Satellite TV Opportunities Magazin!).

EARTH STATION ASSOCTATES (19 Main Street, St. perer, Mis-
souri 63376; 3141278-2272) has announced a ,Memory Securlty
Module'which was created to eliminate,memory loss'with the Intei_
sat lQ-160 receiver. In a single quantity price ranbe of g75 dealer net,
the unit jnsures that memory loss caused by poweioutage or improper
connection and disconnection of the le-160 receiveiunit wiil be a
thing of the past. The unit also expands the period of time that the
lQ-160 will retain full programmed memory should there oe a power
outage.

GILLASPIE COMMUNTCATTONS, tNC. (365 San Ateso Avenue,
Sunnyvale, California 94086; 408/730-2500) reports they have com-
pleted more than 1,000 hours of environmental testing on the firm's
model GCI-8200 antenna controller, and the modet-g3OO satellite
receiver. As a result of these tests, GCI will now extend their warranty
coverage to a full 12 months. The firm packages the two unit6
together with a suggested retail price of $250 (plus antenna and
installation).

PRO BRAND INTERNATIONAL, lNC. (1629 Newberry Avenue,
Columbia, SC 29210; 803/732-0027) is introducing a new stereo

NON-STEREO'stereo' from Astro-Pro

Home on the Roof!
With over 5,000 instal lat ions throughout the
country, the l ightweight XL10T tr ipod roof
mount by Microsat is quietly becoming an in.
dustry standard.
We have proven how easy a 3 meter antenna
can be roof mounted. In fact, because of its
l ight weight - only 80 lbs., i t  may be easier
than ground mounting.
We have shown the versati l i ty of the tr ipod
roof mount, by mounting dishes on roof
peaks or on practical ly any surface.
We have proven the XL1OT's rel iabi l i ty and
performance, with over 3 years of field
testing.
We think i t  is t ime you try a Microsat roof
mount and prove it to yourself.

illicro$rt
Route 47, Washington Depot, Connecticut 06794 2j3l868-OOO3
32-10 137th Street, Flushing, NewYork 11354 718/939-9826
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processor; model Astro Pro S-1000. The unit will accept a video
output from a receiver (rather than just a subcarrier output) which
makes it compatible with any TVRO receiver with baseband video
output jack(s). lt has a trio of stereo formats; multiplex, discrete and
matrix with a 130 KHz narrow or 350 KHz wide bandwidth. There are
presets for 6.2 and 6.8 MHz subcarriers and an unusual 'stereo

simulator' circuit which takes mono fed signals and turns them into'stereo sounding' signals for audio display on a stereo system. The
unit is designed to drive an external audio system (500 millivolt output
at 600 ohms); price is $169.

BUSINESS NEWS
AdVentures is the new enterprise of Nancy Turpin-Sherwood,

veteran advertising and public relalions executive in the TVRO indus-
try. Setting up shop in southern Florida (AdVentures, 10281 E. Bay
Harbor Drive, Suite 3C, Bay Harbor lslands, Florida 33154; 305/
868-3203), Nancy will continue to handle the advertising and PR
accounts for Odom Antennas and Certified Industries but will also
branch out to handle other industry accounts as well.

ATECH Corporation (Suite 1525, Shelard plaza, 600 South
County Road 18, St. Louis Park, Mn. 55426;6j2/593-0005) is moving
into the marketing of TVRO systems through tarm groups with its
recent acquisition of Farmers Group Purchasing (FGP). FGp's i 5,000
square foot warehouse will become the new headquarters for Atech's
Satellite Systems Division and the farmers who belong to FGp (some
50,000 through 2,500 dealerships nationwide) will be offered TVRO
systems. Atech is a national (over the counter) traded company under
the NASDAQ symbol of FSlc.

Donald Berg of Channel Master has issued his annual 'forecast'

of retail sales activity lor the new year. Berg's forecasts have proven to
be extremely accurate in recent years and for 1985 he suggests retail
sales activity of 500,000 home TVRO units (see CSD/2 for January
1 5, 1985 for another set of forecasts). Berg notes "With (fewer than a)
mil l ion dishes in use, l feel the industry has a long ways to go belore

A cap
doesn't
have to
be ugly!

Or expensive. At just $29.00, the SR 2900 protective cap
will more than pay for itself by doing just what it's
designed to do: protect expensive electronics from the
elements - snow, ice or sunl ight.

The SR 2900 is constructed of sturdy ABS plastic, and
unlike most other caps, is U/V (ultra-violet) stabilized so il
doesn't break down under sunlight. lt fits almost any
system, and comes individually boxed with mounting
hardware included.

$29.0O/unit.
Ask for information on quantity sales. Dealer inquiries
welcome.

Eastern U,S. customers order
Irom Satellite Receivers, Ltd.
ol Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Call toll tree 1-800-556-8876
or call 1-41+432-5777

$tbsiem U.S. customeis order
liom $raren Supply Company
ol Siour Falls, South Dakota.
Call toll free 1-800-843-9924
or call l-605-336-1830 MYSTIC Berg sees 500,000 in 1985
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the market becomes saturated." Channel Master is now offerino
complete system packages for as low as $.1 ,329 (dealer net) and ai
berg pornts out there are many two or three channel off_air VHF and
UHF antenna instal lat ions which cost that much and more for ,some_
trmes reception' in rural areas.

Birdview Communications, Inc. (8500 W. 1 1Oth Street, Overland Park, Kansas 662j0: 913/451 2636) has announced recordbreaking third quarter earnings on record Or"ut inq qross revenues.The f irm, which tost more than $1,000,00 in t fre sir ie'period in 1983,had earnings of $4,108,000 for the quarter ending December 31st onsales of $17,934.000. Birdview has also annoJnced that the sug-gesled retai l  pr icing on their ,basic'  home TVRO system is bein-greduced to $1995 through their 1100 member dealei nerworf in 45slates.
X-rated 'The FUN Channel '  has made a change in i ts distr ibution

system for 'FUN Channel Descramblers,, appoint ing ,Space Age of
Texas' as the new national, master distributor for the hlrdware pidces.
The Fort Worth f irm is ' inherit ing'the presenl300-dealer_network from
the channel which reports i t  supplied 4,000 home descrambter units
during 1984. The Fun Channel is placing considerable faith on the
anli- theft provisions of publ ic Law TOS:FCC:4T and intends to prose-
cute dealers and users who attempt to receive the Westar 5, transpon_
9:1,?0.",Sn3] without acquir ing a proper descrambler during 1985.
Futt lntormation from Bob Stienman at 817 332_7294.

LUXOR NORTH AMERTCA has set i ts sights on capturing .15% of
the home TVRO receiver market in 1985 acc6rding to f irm CEO Hans
Giner. The f irm has completed restructuring i ts ma"rketing operattons,
hand selecting distr ibutors who are committed to service and dealer
backup. Giner says the f irm reorganized so as to be ,,more aggressrve
and.more competit ive (and) i t  has helped us to strenghlen distr ibutor
relatrons and to plan movement into addit ional produit sectors". The
firm has also announced plans to import high resolut ion color monitors
:: :9oTputgr and other high-res syslems as well  as introducing the
rtrm s Swedish bui l t  high_end automobile speakers. Giner sees ,, low
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end competition increasing greatly" during 1985 because "the so Jar
unsuccessful 12 GHz market in Japan will force Japanese firms to
compete in the USA" (with 4 GHz equipment).-

Peter Gray, Managing Director for Satellite TV Antenna Sys-
tems, Ltd. (10 Market Square, Staines, Middlesex, United Kingdom;
0784/61234) reports successful demonstrations of the firm's 1.2
meter dish in reception tests held at the Thorn EMI headquarters in
London. Gray's firm manufactures a complete 12 GHz receiving ter-
minal including proprietary electronics designed by Steven Birkill.
Using signals from ECS-1 and Intelsat V, the firm demonstrated the
differences between a f ixed 3.2 meter dish and their 'home' or
'SMATV' style 1.2 meter antenna and system. Gray looks for signifi-
cant marketing inroads, in the UK and throughout Europe, during 1 985
in the 12 GHz SMATV area.

The firm is also now the licensed distributor for the French pro-
duced 'TV 5' Discret Decoders in the United Kingdom. These decod-
ers, which are to be distributed to cable firms, research organizations,
and universities 'free of charge' are necessary to recover the prim-
arily-French language programming of the TVS service on ECS-1.
Other firms will have access to the service for an annual charge equal
to approximately 1200 French Francs.

URSSA/ United Retail Satellite Systems Associates, Inc. (P.O.
Box 1931, Oakdale, California 95361;2O91847-5996) did announce a
series of dealer seminars beginning this month. The two-day semi-
nars are designed to provide intensive dealertraining to relatively
small groups of dealers (150 to 400 people) along with a small trade
exhibit limited to 25 booth spaces. URSSA has six co-sponsoring
firms helping with the trade seminars and the next several dates are:
March 15 (Memphis, Tn.); April 26127 (Cincinnati, Oh.), and May 3/4
(Austin, Texas). Other locations planned in 1985/86 include Charlotte,
NC (June), Albany, NY (July), Greenbay, Wi. (August), Port land, Or.
(September), Colorado Springs, Co. (October), Davenport, lowa
(October), Tulsa, Oklahoma (November), Ventura, California (De-
cember), Santa Cruz, California (January 1986) and Tallahassee,
Florida (February 1986). Ful l  detai ls from URSSA.

UNIDEN Satellite Technology, Inc. (6345 Castleway Court, In-
dianapolis, Indiana 46250; 800/428-6345) is well into operation with
their dealer sales incentive programs for the first portion of 1985. The
firm is awarding all-expense paid trips to dealers who install 25 Uniden
TVRO systems (Acapulco), 50 Uniden TVRO systems (Hawaii) and
75 Uniden TVRO systems (Japan and Far East). This particular
program terminated on February 25th. Uniden also recently com-
pleted a 2,000 home survey of TVRO customers and learned that
86.6% of all customers made their purchasing decisions based upon
the recommendation of the salesperson selling the system.

And a new Uniden commissioned book entitled 'Down To Earth
Guide To Satellite Television', prepared by industry writer and
researcher Mark Long, will soon be available through Uniden deal-
ers. The 1 28 page book is designed to acquaint potential consumers
ol home TVRO with the system and how it provides virtually unlimited
programming choices, and will be prominently featured at Uniden
affiliated dealerships from coast to coast.

PERSONNEL News
Donald W. Fuller has been elected as Chairman of the Board of

Directors for California Amplifier. Fuller served for 12 years as
Chairman ol the Board for Microdata which is presently a subsidiary of
McDonald Douglas Corporation.

Robert G. Timmer has been promoted to Sales and Marketing
Manager for Draco Laboratories, Inc. Timmer was previously a part
of the ' inside sales leam' for Draco. In his new posit ion, he wil l
implement a training program for the firm's 40 distributors nationwide.

Michael V. Balas has been appointed as General Manager for
S.T.S. South, Inc., a major distributor headquartered in Gainesville,
Florida. Balas comes to S.T.S. South from another major (Ohio)
distributor ol TVRO equipment.

Shirley Ware, the administrator for NASEM (National Association
of Satellite Equipment Manutacturers) and executive secretary for the
SPACE/NASEM industry standards committee project has been en-
gaged as a satel l i te special ist with Industr ial Cable, Inc., a Tulsa,
Oklahoma based firm supplying cable equipment to the industry.
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